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Motivation
- Lie detection
- Person identification
- Image retrieval and video indexing
- Pain assessment

Approach

Feature Extraction
- Interest points --- Harris corners
- Motion History Image (MHI)
- Face Active Appearance/Shape Model (AAM/ASM)
- Skin color detection
- Hand tracking
- Feature representation

Future Research
- Uncertainty Correctly Classified
- Boredom Misclassified as Puzzlement

Six Basic Expressions
- Disgust
- Fear
- Joy
- Surprise
- Sadness
- Anger

FABO Database
- Different ethnic background and ages
- Both body and face cameras

Multi-Modal Affect Recognition
- Face + Voice
- Face + Gesture (summer research)

Temporal Segment
- What is temporal segment
- Approach
- Features
- Result

Expression Recognition
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